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Understanding Meiosis and Mitosis Mar 22 2022 Meiosis and mitosis are the processes of cell division that are studied in cell biology. Meiosis is a type of cell division that is used to produce
gametes like sperm or egg cells. It is used by sexually reproducing organisms. This process includes two rounds of cell division that leads to the formation of four cells with one copy of each
chromosome. Mitosis is the process in which chromosomes are replicated into two new nuclei. This results in cells that are genetically identical and which retain the same number of
chromosomes. It is concerned with the transfer of parent cell's genome into two subsequent daughter cells. The processes of meiosis and mitosis differ in two aspects. These are
recombination and the number of chromosomes. The topics included in this book are of utmost significance and bound to provide incredible insights to readers. Different approaches,
evaluations, methodologies and studies related to this field have been included herein. Coherent flow of topics, student-friendly language and extensive use of examples make this book an
invaluable source of knowledge.
Experimental Control of Mitosis: II Mar 30 2020
Cell Regulation Mar 10 2021 Discusses the function of cells, how they grow, and the parts they play in reproduction.
Growth and Cell Division Rates in the Shoot Apex of Chrysanthemum Morifolium Jan 08 2021
The Effect of Phenylurethane on Synchronous Cell Division Jul 22 2019
Two from One Dec 27 2019 "This book is about cell division, the basis of all life. It is based on the material covered in a short, five-week, course developed by the author. It was designed for
first-year graduate students in the life sciences or undergraduate juniors and seniors, who have some general biology and biochemistry background, but not much beyond that. For anyone
interested in cell division, the book is meant to be a solid step in learning about the subject, not the last. The text has been taught, revised, and simplified, based on student feedback, to be
as accessible as possible to a broader audience. Emphasis is on general concepts. The 'curse' of modern descriptions of cell division mechanisms is that they quickly morph into an 'alphabet
soup' of gene and protein names. There are fewer than a hundred such names in the book's pages. The book is not about providing the most comprehensive assembly of the current
knowledge on cell division mechanisms. It can be read in a few hours by anyone with some interest in the topic and a minimal undergraduate background"-Biomechanics of Cell Division Feb 09 2021 There are virtually hundreds of life scientists publishing hundreds of papers a year on numerous aspects of the cell cycle. The following are few of
the topics covered: cell membrane organization, membrane components, cytoskeleton and associated proteins, cell motility, actin in dividing cells, surface modulating assemblies,
microfilaments, microtubules, cleavage furrow, fusion, etc. In all these topics, lifescientists talk about, among others, the forces within the system, the motion within the system and the failure
of the system. The concepts of force, motion and failure are, one way or another, all related to the structure of the cell and to the mechanics of the cell activities. When the concepts of
mechanics and structure enter the problem then one has to talk about biomechanics; in this case, biomechanics of cytology which we would like to call "Cytbmechanics". However, a review
of the journals, books and conference proceedings related to various aspects of cytology reveals that mechanicians have not yet entered the field of cytology at a noticeable level. Some
lifescientists have indeed made use of the general principles of mechanics in their works; however, no truly interdisciplinary publication has yet appeared from the collaboration of
mechanicians and lifescientists in the field of, for instance, cell division.
Cell Division and Reproduction Jun 13 2021
Asymmetric Cell Division Oct 29 2022 Cell biologists have recently come to understand that asymmetry of division is an important regulatory phenomenon in the fate of a cell. In adult
organisms asymmetric divisions regulate the stem cell reservoir and are a source of the drift that contributes to aging. This book describes the phenomenon in different organisms and
addresses its implications for the development of the organism, cell differentiation, human aging and the biology of cancers.
Mitosis Sep 16 2021 This detailed volume collects a selection of key techniques for studying cell division, representing multiple model systems and varied scales of approach. Over the past
20 years, a series of revolutions in experimental molecular biology, including chimeric fluorescent protein expression, multiple advanced modes of quantitative microscopy, and array of small
molecule inhibitors, proteomic profiling, and gene silencing/manipulation/analysis, has advanced the mitosis field to a point where single cell biology not only allows for imaging/localization
studies, but also for quantitative analysis and sequencing. Written for the highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists
of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and practical, Mitosis:
Methods and Protocols provides a repository of techniques and approaches for those working in the field as well as a working resource for those venturing into the study of mitosis for the first
time.
Mitogenesis Nov 25 2019 A fundamental biological problem that has received only marginal attention is that mitogenesis, or the initiation of mitotic division, as distinguished from mitosis
itself. This work is a collection papers on the subject.
Mitosis, the movement of chromosomes in cell division Jun 25 2022
Het onsterfelijke leven van Henrietta Lacks Aug 15 2021 Haar naam was Henrietta Lacks, maar de medische wereld kent haar als HeLa. In de jaren '50 werden haar kankercellen zonder dat
zij dat wist bij haar weggenomen. Met behulp van deze cellen, die letterlijk onsterfelijk zijn, werden de meest uiteenlopende geneeskundige ontdekkingen gedaan en rond de verkoop ervan
ontstond een miljoenenindustrie. Het leven van Henrietta bleef echter vrijwel onbekend en ook haar familie wist tot ruim dertig jaar geleden niet van het bestaan van de cellen af. Rebecca
Skloot vertelt het verhaal van de 'HeLa-cellen', maar laat ons vooral ook kennis maken met Henrietta, haar verleden en haar familie, die nog steeds worstelt met de nalatenschap van de
cellen. Ze laat zien dat het verhaal van de familie Lacks onlosmakelijk verbonden is met de duistere geschiedenis van het experimenteren met Afrikaans-Amerikanen, het ontstaan van de
ethiek binnen de biologie en de juridische strijd over de vraag of we de baas zijn over de materie waarvan we zijn gemaakt.
Cell Biology May 24 2022 This book presents the complex subject of meiosis and mitosis in the most comprehensible and easy to understand language. It elucidates the various methods
and theories of these process. Meiosis and mitosis are the processes of cell division that occur in cells. It is an important part of the cell cycle. The topics included in the text are of utmost
significance and bound to provide incredible insights to readers. Coherent flow of topics, student-friendly language and extensive use of examples make this an invaluable source of
knowledge. The book is appropriate for those seeking detailed information in this area.
Cell Division Control in Plants Feb 21 2022 This volume examines the molecular basis of all aspects of cell division and cytokinesis in plants. It features 19 chapters contributed by world
experts in the specific research fields, providing the most comprehensive and up-to-date knowledge on cell division control in plants. The editors are veterans in the field of plant molecular
biology and highly respected worldwide.
Cell Division Machinery and Disease Sep 04 2020 This book critically evaluates the causal link between cell division machinery and disease. Further, it identifies key open questions in the
field and the means for exploring them. Throughout the various chapters, internationally known contributors present the evidence for and against a causal link between key elements of the
cell division machinery and diseases such as cancer, neuropathologies, aging, and infertility. A more clinically oriented chapter further discusses the current and future applications of antimitotic drugs in these diseases. Cell Division Machinery and Disease is essential reading for graduate or advanced graduate students, researchers or scientists working on cell division as
well as clinicians interested in the molecular mechanisms of the discussed diseases.
Effects of Numerical Centrosome Aberrations on Cell Division and Mitotic Spindles Dec 07 2020
The Cell Division Cycle May 12 2021
Mitosis and Meiosis Jul 26 2022 Mitosis and Meiosis, Part B, Volume 145, a new volume in the Methods in Cell Biology series, continues the legacy of this premier serial with quality chapters
authored by leaders in the field. Unique to this updated volume are chapters on Mitotic live cell imaging at different time scales, the characterization of mitotic spindle by multi-mode
correlative microscopy, STED microscopy of mitosis, Correlating light microscopy with serial block face scanning electron microscopy to study mitotic spindle architecture, quantification of
three-dimensional spindle architecture, Imaging based assays for mitotic chromosome condensation and dynamics, and more. Contains contributions from experts in the field from across the
world Covers a wide array of topics on both mitosis and meiosis Includes relevant, analysis based topics
Multiplication and Division in Mammalian Cells Jul 02 2020
Control of the Mitotic Checkpoint and Asymmetric Cell Division in Drosophila Aug 23 2019
A Study of Nucleo-cytoplasmic Interactions During Cell Division in Stentor Sep 23 2019
A Temperature Analysis of Cell Division in the Sea Urchin Oct 05 2020
Cell Growth and Cell Division Nov 18 2021
Mitosis; the Movements of Chromosomes in Cell Division Apr 23 2022

Chromosomes Apr 30 2020 The progress in Micromorphology and Biochemistry of the last decades has led to a rather far reaching understanding of the function of the genes. Much is also
known about their morphological organization within the cell, particularly their reduplication and segregation in connection with the process of cell division. The intensive light microscopic
studies of the earlier cytological era on cell division and chromosomes, which laid the basis for this understanding are very comprehensively covered by WASSERMANN (1929) in his
masterly contribution "Wachstum und Vermehrung der lebendigen Masse" in this handbook. There exist also many more recent reviews on chromosomes and on cytogene tics (e. g.
SWANSON, 1960; MAZIA, 1961; TURPIN and LEJEUNE, 1965; WmTEHousE, 1969; HAMERTON, 1971; FORD, 1973). However, although some of them cover the more recent findings in
man, they have either had to rely on more favorable species for detailed basic information or handled cytogenetic problems from a more practical and clinical point of view. Since moreover,
the last few years have brought a flood of new information on chromosomes due to new cytological techniques, a new review on human chromosomes would seem justified within the frame
of this handbook. This review will be restricted to human somatic chromosomes, i. e. it wi11leave out meiosis, and will provide information on other species only if this seems necessary for
increased clarity.
Cell Division & Genetics Sep 28 2022 Discusses cell division, DNA, chromosomes, and genes, including how these factors decide what will become of a cell.
Dynamics of Cell Division Dec 19 2021 This volume focuses on the structural aspects of cell division, ranging from nuclear envelope breakdown to cytokinesis and partitioning of the
cytoplasm. It examines spindle assembly and chromosome behaviour in mitosis and meiosis, centromere and kinetochore structure and regulation,telomeres, the role of centrosomes, and
mechanisms by which overall regulation is achieved. The up-to-date reviews of each topic provide invaluable perspectives on recent important findings. Each chapter presents models and
new ideas that accommodate available information, contributing to the readyunderstanding of new discoveries.
How Cells Divide, Reproduce, and Specialize Jan 28 2020 Cells are the building blocks of life and diversify in amazing ways to create every form of living thing. This authoritative guide
covers the basics of what a cell is and how cells reproduce and change in order to form different life forms and perform specialized functions. It also covers how scientists have learned to
manipulate and regenerate cells, leading to advances in medicine. The controversy surrounding cloning technology is discussed, as is the exciting future of cytology and cell biology. The
most likely future frontiers of innovation and discovery are outlined in enthralling detail.
Plant Cell Division Jan 20 2022 This volume aims to present a large panel of techniques for the study of Plant Cell Division. Plant Cell Division: Methods and Protocols captures basic
experimental protocols that are commonly used to study plant cell division processes, as well as more innovative procedures. Chapters are split into five parts covering several different
aspect of plant cell division such as, cell cultures for cell division studies, cell cycle progression and mitosis, imaging plant cell division, cell division and morphogenesis, and cytokinesis.
Written for the Methods in Molecular Biology series, chapters include introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible
laboratory protocols, and tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls. Authoritative and practical, Plant Cell Division: Methods and Protocols is a valuable tool for the study of plant cell
division at both the cellular and molecular levels, and in the context of plant development.
Annual Plant Reviews, Cell Cycle Control and Plant Development Oct 17 2021 The cell cycle in plants consists of an ordered set of events, including DNA replication and mitosis, that
culminates in cell division. As cell division is a fundamental part of a plant’s existence and the basis for tissue repair, development and growth, a full understanding of all aspects of this
process is of pivotal importance. Cell Cycle Control and Plant Development commences with an introductory chapter and is broadly divided into two parts. Part 1 details the basic cell
machinery, with chapters covering cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), cyclins, CDK inhibitors, proteolysis, CDK phosphorylation, and E2F/DP transcription factors. Part 2, which describes the
cell cycle and plant development, covers cell cycle activation, cell cycle control during leaf development, endoreduplication, the cell cycle and trichome, fruit and endosperm development, the
hormonal control of cell division and environmental stress, and cell cycle exit. The editor of this important book, Professor Dirk Inzé, well known and respected internationally, has brought
together an impressive team of contributing authors, providing an excellent new volume in Blackwell Publishing’s Annual Plant Reviews Series. The book is an essential purchase for
research teams working in the areas of plant sciences and molecular, cell and developmental biology. All libraries in universities and research establishments where biological sciences are
studied and taught should have copies of this essential and timely volume.
How Cell Processes Are Regulated Jun 20 2019 A cell is the smallest unit of living matter that can exist by itself. Some organisms, such as bacteria, are made up of only one single cell. As
for other organisms, such as humans and redwood trees, billions of cells are required. That means that those multitudinous cells have to work together to enable people to do things such as
walk, talk, and eat, and for trees to send down roots, sprout branches, and grow leaves. Readers of this authoritative book will discover how such cells function, get energy, grow, reproduce,
specialize, and communicate.
Effect of light on cell division Apr 11 2021
The Cell Cycle Aug 03 2020 The Cell Cycle: Principles of Control provides an engaging insight into the process of cell division, bringing to the student a much-needed synthesis of a subject
entering a period of unprecedented growth as an understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying cell division are revealed.
Cytokinesis in Animal Cells Jun 01 2020 This book traces the history of the major ideas and gives an account of our current knowledge of cytokinesis.
The Physiology of Cell Division and Cell Growth Jul 14 2021
The Mitotic Cycle Oct 25 2019 Zellteilung, Zytologie.
All About Mitosis and Meiosis Aug 27 2022 Many organisms are multicellular, which means they have many cells-even trillions! The cells work together to help the organism do things such
as create energy, reproduce, and get rid of waste.
Cell growth and cell division Feb 27 2020
Anatomy and Physiology : The Cell and Cell Division Nov 06 2020 A guide to help students revise and gain more knowledge of the human cells and cell division. It helps students prepare for
exams, test and validate their knowledge.
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